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What is git?
A program accessed through the command line or through a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) which provides:
a way to manage updates to
your code, writing, scripts, ...
a method for contributing to
existing projects, mainly
software (for LaTeX, see
overleaf)
a method for managing file(s)
across multiple machines (vs
secure copying these files across
servers)
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Where is my stuff?
Companies like GitHub and
BitBucket “host” your files in
the cloud, and track changes as
commits (discussed later)

GitHub cloud
“upstream”

Users make a repository (repo)
which is a collection of these
files
Either through command line or
GUI, “publish” changes to these
docs to the cloud
Hard to track changes to pdf,
figures, ipynb, binaries

MITgcm
main repo

“origin”

fork
pull request

MITgcm
your repo

git clone
git pull

git push

git pull upstream

local computer

MITgcm
local copy

Figure: from the MITgcm
documentation

See also mercurial or
(deprecated) svn, cvs
Timothy Smith
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What to use git for?
scratch repo for pre- or post-processing scripts, like python or
MATLAB
new projects, especially collaborative (free account: only 3
collaborators)
bash environment scripts (e.g. .bashrc) across multiple machines,
e.g. bash-envy
your personal website, e.g.
https://julianmak.github.io/index.html
personal written manuscripts or presentations, such as your thesis or
this presentation, particularly for LaTex users
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git greatest hits: log
git log

Figure: recent git log for the MITgcm
Timothy Smith
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git greatest hits: status
git status
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git greatest hits: diff
git diff
git diff <filename>
git diff <commit number> <filename>
Compare your changes with past versions. Get commit numbers with
git log <filename>

Figure: git diff ctrl get gen rec.F
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Figure: diff with a specific commit
number for a specific file
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git greatest hits: pull
git pull
combines git fetch and git merge
git pull --rebase
git fetch + git rebase

Figure: After git pull, from the
Figure: Repo status prior to running git Atlassian git tutorial
pull, from the Atlassian git tutorial
Timothy Smith
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git greatest hits: add
git add <filename>
stage your contribution

Figure: git add ctrl get gen rec.F
Figure: Repo status after making some
changes
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git greatest hits: commit
git commit
git commit -m "a nice message"
create a logical packet, with a unique ID number and variably helpful
message
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git greatest hits: push
git push
“publish” your changes to the cloud
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The .gitignore file
Create file <repo>/.gitignore to ignore certain file types

Figure: 1. suppose we want to ignore all
.weird extension files

Figure: 3. now it’s gone
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Figure: 2. add this extension to the
.gitignore file
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Clone a repository
Think about this like an “interactive download” - a download where you
can always update changes somebody else makes.
Then run the command
git clone <copied-link>
wherever you want the directory

Figure: clone an existing repository
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Fork a repository

Figure: Fork your favorite repo!

then clone it to a desired location
Your URL will look like
https://github.com/<username>/<repo-name>.git
The upstream URL will look like
https://github.com/<group-name>/<repo-name>.git
Timothy Smith
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Track upstream changes
In the terminal, set your branch to track the upstream branch
git remote add upstream <upstream-url>
So whenever you want to update your local copy with upstream
updates:
git pull upstream master
To submit changes to the upstream code, check out a new branch
from your forked repository
git checkout -b cool new feature
make some nice edits ...
git push -u origin cool new feature
submit by opening a pull request
See the xmitgcm documentation or the MITgcm documentation for a nice
reference on git workflow
Timothy Smith
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Open up a pull request
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Additional references
understanding reset: how to undo changes and better understand
under-the-hood
Atlassian git tutorial
MITgcm’s git crash course
apply for student developer pack
advertised benefits for students
discounts for students
apply for educator/reseracher discount
set up ssh keys for repos
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